2017

what? who?
propelling ideas forward
Propelling ideas forward — that’s the Urban Engine mantra, its
raison d’exister. We are a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization on mission
to propel the growth of North Alabama’s economy. Our programs
accelerate STEAM innovation, connect aspiring entrepreneurs and
established business leadership with educational resources, talent,
and community, and provide a platform for professional development
unique to the state. We are free and open to everyone.
Founded in 2015 through its various programs and events,
Urban Engine has grown in membership to over 1,600 millennial
professionals today, with our programs in use across the region by
other accelerators and cities. Urban Engine contributes heavily to
North Alabama’s innovation ecosystem by cultivating a dynamic
workforce, professional development through creative autonomy, and
the entrepreneurial gumption to launch and build thriving businesses.

2017 summary
ideas propelled forward: 31

revenue: ~$110K

182% growth over 2016

over $0 before

membership: 1,823

events held in 2017: 81

119% growth over 2016

115% growth over 2016

breakin’ it down
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speaker series

hackathons

founder focus
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lunch & learns

50~450

coworking nights
with

workshops

deep dives

startup drinks

30
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ideas propelled

MORPH • ENLIGHTENED 3D • ROCKET CITY DIGITAL •
BITGLADE • UNEARTHHSV • HSV TIMES SQUARE NYE •
WERUN • CHRONO.GG • TANGO TANGO • ALPHATEK •
STAND UP LIVE • CREATIVE EXCHANGES INITIATIVE •
NOTTIED • ARKHAM STORAGE • ARRIV.IO • STRYVER •
MYPOSTOPCARE • NATE K. • ARPPOXIE • ENLIGHTENED3D •
COVALENCE • TOTALLY INFUSED • HUNT + GATHER •
HEXAGON STUDIOS • EQB VIEW • HACKHSV • AND MORE

Cool. what next?

2018 PLANS

1 2 3

expanding into new
markets, starting with
coworking night
birmingham

additional programming
that will provide
techincal training for
founders

new benefits for paid
members - including
parnter discounts, content
portal, and career
opportunities

become a partner like these dudes

at

urbanengine.org

“

become a member like this dude

Like most start ups, I have a great idea. But like an event at Urban
Engine’s Coworking Night title said, “Ideas Suck,” because without
marketing, helpful connections, and mentorship great ideas fail
like igloos in Arizona. After 2 months of no sales and little interest
from Facebook ads and word of mouth, I nearly gave up. Thanks
to the great people at Urban Engine, I made my first sales; made
connections to expand my market reach; made connections to
get help with social media and marketing; and most of all was
made to feel like I wasn’t alone. It takes a village to raise a child.
EnLightened 3D is my baby, Urban Engine is my village.

Jim Marks Founder of EnLightened 3D - a 3D Printing and Engineering training company

also at

urbanengine.org

urbanengine.org

